Synthesis, characterization, and some pharmacological evaluation of 5-Thiocyanatouracil compound
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Abstract---5-Thiocyanatouracil (5-TCU) was prepared in convenient method involved direct reaction of Potassium thiocyanate with 5-Iodouracil in refluxing aqueous solvent to give white crystalline in very good yield and high purity. This compound is important because it is similar in structure to 5-Flourouracil, which is of great importance as anti-cancer drug that is still used today. FT-IR, 1H- NMR, 13C- NMR, and CHN elemental analyses were used to describe the product. Median lethal dose LD50, in vitro antiradical activity and antibacterial effects were done. The results indicated that 5-TCU has relatively high LD50, non-significate antioxidant effect compare with ascorbic acid, and some antibacterial activity.
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Introduction

The Sulfur atom, which is attached to the carbon atom of the organic moiety, and on the other side to a nitrile group called thiocyanates. These compounds are used as intermediates in the preparation of many organic compounds due to their high stability [1]. These compounds were interesting types of organic thiocyanate...
because they occur naturally in the extracellular fluids of mammals and play an important role in the defense system [2,3]. There are many reviews about the cyanates in organic chemistry [4,5]. These compounds have gained very great importance due to their distinctive properties in the field of cancer preventive chemotherapy [6]. Heterocyclic organic compounds have uses in many fields’ agrochemical, polymer science, medicinal chemistry and industries. Moreover, it possesses chemical structures in which its structural unit is available in many natural products such as vitamins, hormones and antibiotics, in addition to many prepared compounds such as barbituric acid and veronal that are used as hypnotic agents [7, 8]. Uracil is one of the most important heterocyclic organic compounds that are prevalent in many natural products [9]. Since uracil and also its derivatives have considerable pharmacological applications are of tremendous significance in the field of drug discovery, as anti-inflammatory, antioxidants, anti-viruses, anti-fungi, anti-bacteria, and anti-cancer medications, etc. [11]. In this study, 5-thiocyanatouracil was prepared easily with good yield from the reaction of KSCN with 5-iodouracil in aqueous medium. The resulting compound was characterized using spectroscopic methods which confirm the proposed structure of the product.

The term toxicity refers to a change, induced by a substance in the normality that may be irreversible. This definition emphasizes the importance of dependable experimental measurements to distinguish between normality and adverse change. The development of organic chemistry has modified the recent chemical science and aid to find many advance contributions to pharmaceutical, materials science and a number of other areas. Extensive use of chemicals highlighted on the importance of toxicity problems and decrease harmful effects on living organisms as well as on environmental [12]. The estimated human toxicity is dependent on the results of tests in rats, mice and other drugs animal models by in vitro evaluation. In general, chemicals toxicity is illustrated by the median lethal dose (LD50), where LD means lethal dose and 50 means acute dose kills 50% of the animals on which the chemical is used any method such as oral, dermal, inhaled, and intravenous and intraperitoneally under controlled laboratory conditions. Determination of this trial examined the relationship between dosage and most extremely dead reaction means that the LD50 of any chemical is dose-response-death ratio. LD50 is shown in milligrams of substance per kilogram of animal’s body weight (mg/kg body weight). It provides information about possible health risks short and long term exposure [13].

One of the main goals of this work was to use DPPH radical scavenging photometric assays to assess the antioxidant activity of 5-TCU. When reduced by an antioxidant, the chemical compound DPPH, which is made up of stabilized free radical molecules, appears as a deep purple powder. Once oxidants exceed the activity of antioxidant enzymes, a state is known as oxidative stress, which can cause lipid peroxidation, and damage of DNA. Free radicals (reactive oxygen and nitrogen species) and antioxidants like superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase, and catalase as well as the non-enzymatic antioxidants like glutathione, vitamin C, E, and D cause an imbalance that leads to an oxidative stress state. The primary ROS is superoxide (O2), which is created by NADPH oxidase during the mitochondrial respiratory electron transport chain when oxygen (O2) molecules are reduced. Superoxide dismutase, an enzyme, produces
ROS like hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) during this process. Excess H$_2$O$_2$ under oxidative stress catalyzes the formation of potentially toxic ROS such hydroxyl ions (HO$^-$) when there are the reduced metals as Cu, Fe, and Ni. Under these conditions, reactive chemicals have been shown to target proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, modifying cellular structures and functions. Reactive nitrogen species (RNS), a different class of reactive species, are equally important to ROS [14].

Nitric oxide (NO) free radical considered the largest member of this group. It has the power to influence cells and tissues either directly or indirectly. As it has the ability to directly alter itself, while indirect effects, are mediated by the interaction of NO with oxygen or superoxide radicals (O$_2$•*) (O$_2$). The majority of its physiological actions are directly mediated by cyclic guanosine 3',5'-monophosphate (cGMP). Additionally, it may interact with proteins that contain iron and zinc, as well as nitrosylate proteins to produce S-nitrosothiols. The organism’s many antioxidants protect it against ROS and RNS damage. An oxidation-sensitive substrate can be protected from peroxidative damage via antioxidants, which are chemicals that are present in much lower quantities than the substrate [15].

Microbes are extremely varied, and their genetic character is constantly changing in reaction to the environment. The developing resistance of microorganisms to the available antibacterial, arsenal has demanded the discovery of new pharmacological medicines. Numerous bacterial genes that code for new druggable proteins that may one day be used as antibacterial targets have been discovered because to developments in molecular microbiology and genomics. Promising anticancer and antibacterial treatments are being produced using new synthetic chemicals and natural plant materials [16]. Blocking uracil-DNA glycosylase with a specific inhibitor may have therapeutic benefits by increasing the anti-cancer activities of current chemotherapeutic medicines, such as pemetrexed PEM, which induce uracil incorporation through inhibition of thymidylate synthase. Similar to how floxuridine inhibits thymidylate synthase, it also causes 5-Fluorodeoxyuridine triphosphate to be metabolized, which is then combined with uracil as a result of inhibiting thymidylate synthase [17].

**Methods**

**Experimental:**

All chemicals used in this study were obtained from commercial sources and in purest available grades used when necessary. All reactions were carried out in distilled water, the melting point were measured by electro thermal melting point apparatus which is heated electrically and are uncorrected. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was used for monitoring the reaction. The spectra of $^1$H-NME and $^{13}$C-NMR were recorded on Bruker AVANCE NEO- 400 run at 400MHz at college of education (pure sciences)/Department of Chemistry/Basrah University with TMS (SiMe$_4$) as internal standard in $\delta$ units at 295K. The chemical shifts were expressed in $\delta$- scale (ppm). A Carlo Erba EA 1108-Elemental Analyzer apparatus was used to do microanalysis on carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. On the Jasco FTIR spectrophotometer, the IR spectra were captured as discs of potassium bromide.
Preparation of 5-Thiocyanotouracil:

In 250 mL. round bottom flask with tow neck equipped with condenser and charged with (1.46gm, 0.015mole) KSCN dissolved in 25 mL of distilled water and magnetic bar was stirred until KSCN was dissolved, to this solution, (3.57gm, 0.015 mole) from 5-Iodouracil dissolved in distilled water (40 mL) was added. The mixture for 5 hr was heated under reflux. then left at room temperature overnight with continuous stirring, the reaction mixture was monitored by TLC. White crystal was formed which filtered off, recrystallization from distilled water afforded white needles of titled compound (2.06 gm, Yield = 81%), R<sub>f</sub> value= 0.5 Using ethanol/Benzene (1:9) with MP = 259-261 C°, Anal. Calc. for C<sub>5</sub>H<sub>3</sub>N<sub>3</sub>O<sub>2</sub>S: C: 35.50; H: 1.79; N: 24.84; Found: C: 35.43; H: 1.76; N: 24.99. IR(KBr) (v<sub>max</sub>.cm<sup>-1</sup>): 3286, 3136, 3030, 1870, 1745, 1647, 1606, 1431, 1215, 1138, 732, 549; <sup>1</sup>H-NMR: δ:7.89 (1H -H4), 11.38 (2H br. NH -1, NH-3); <sup>13</sup>C-NMR: δ:93.01 (CN), 110.50 (C-5), 146.37 (C-6), 150.63 (C-2), 160.89 (C-4).

Median Lethal Dose (LD50)

Eight-week-old male albino rats weighing 130-140 g were used (Rats were obtained from the University of Basrah’s College of Veterinary Medicine in Iraq.) The tap water was available, and a standard serving of a dry pellet diet was delivered. For a week, rats were housed collectively in a quarantine facility. All of the rats were kept in an animal house at the College of Pharmacy at the University of Basrah in Iraq under controlled illumination (12:12 light to dark cycles) and temperature controls (20 2°C). The College of Pharmacy at the University of Basrah in Iraq conducted its experiments in accordance with the guidelines outlined in its "Instructions for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals" document. In this study, 35 rats in total were employed. Each treatment involved seven animals, who were watched for 48 hours. To establish the poisonous LD 50, Probit analysis was used to examine the observation of mortality (lethal dose per 50 rats). 5-TCU was given orally after being dissolved in sterile distilled water [13].

Antiradical activity of 5-TCU using DPPH method

DPPH is a 1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl Obtained from Sigma (Shanghai, China), to obtain 0.2mM DPPH solution 7.89 mg of DPPH dissolved into 100mL of MDSO, which was then incubated in the dark and at room temperature (23–25 C°) for two hours with the use of aluminum foil wrapped over test tubes and flasks. Control solution was prepared by adding 1mL of DPPH into tube containing 3 mL of DMSO. Several concentrations of 5-TCU were prepared first concentration was 100μg/mL of DMSO, other concentrations include 150, 200, 250 μg/mL of both 5-TCU and Ascorbic acid AA as a positive control. The main indicator of 5-SeU and AA antioxidant capability in spectrophotometric analysis is the absorbance of DPPH radicals in the reduction process. 1 ml was added of 0.2mM DPPH to each tube containing 5-SeU or AA. Stirred and left to stand at room temperature for ten minutes. At 517 nm, the absorbance was measured using a spectrophotometer. The absorbance of the control reaction is called blank (containing all reagents except the test compound).
A percent inhibition versus concentration curve was used to determine the sample concentration required for 50% inhibition, which was then represented as the IC50 value for each of the test solutions. Since AA was used as a reference material, the equation was used to calculate the suppression of absorbance and DPPH scavenging activity.

\[
(A^0 - A1/A^0) \times 100 = \text{percent inhibition}
\]

A^0 is the absorbance of the control reaction, while A1 is the absorbance of either 5-SeU or AA is. The concentration and inhibiting percentage curve were utilized to determine the IC50 rate for the test sample. The test samples' IC50 was calculated using the concentration and inhibiting percentage curve [12].

**Antibacterial activity**

Gram positive bacteria include Staphylococcus aureus (S. aurous) and Streptococcus pyogens (S. pyogens), while Gram negative bacteria; were Escherichia coli (E. coli), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), and K. pneumoniae were collected from the University of Basrah’s central laboratory /College of Pharmacy. At 37 °C for 24 hours, all bacterial strains were grown on Mueller Hinton agar (MHB) from Merck in Germany. The Kirby Bauer, Disk Diffusion Test technique was used to examine the antibacterial properties of 5-SeU on the examined pathogens. The bacterial strains were spread out on Mueller-Hinton agar (MHA) using a sterile cotton swab (Merck, Germany). An antimicrobial susceptibility disk that had been sterilized was used as the test's "blank." 5-TCU was placed onto disks at doses of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 μg/mL of DMSO. The disks were then put on the agar plate and incubated for around 24 hours at 37°C. The inhibitory zone was measured after incubation. Three cultures are conducted on each concentration. [18].

**Results and Discussion**

**5-Thiocyanatouracil synthesis**

5-Thiocyanatouracil was first synthesized from reaction of bis [5-uracildisulfide] with sodium cyanide in aqueous buffered solution in the presence of BrCN used as thiocyanating agent and to prevent the formation of disulfide again [16]. In this study 5-Iodouracil was react with KSCN in equimolar ratio in aqueous solvent to give white crystals in very good yield % ca~ 81%. As show in Scheme (1):
The IR spectrum of prepared compound was showed medium band at 3286 and 3136 cm\(^{-1}\) refer to v (N-H\(_1\), N-H\(_3\)) respectively [19]. Weak band at 3030 cm\(^{-1}\) refer to C\(_4\)H; Fig. (1). Medium band appeared clearly at 1870 cm\(^{-1}\) be in –CN group [18,19]. Tow strong bands at 1745 and the second at 1653 cm\(^{-1}\) attributed to carbonyl groups at C\(_2\)O and C\(_6\)O respectively [20]. Strong band at 1606 cm\(^{-1}\) belong to N-H bending. Very potent tow bands at 1465, 1431 cm\(^{-1}\) ascribed to symmetrical and irregular C=\(\text{C}\)\(_5\). Tow strong bands appeared at 1215 and 1138 cm\(^{-1}\) may attributed to vibrational stretching of C\(_2\)-N\(_1\) and C\(_4\)-N\(_3\) respectively. Strong band at 732 cm\(^{-1}\) may recognized to N-H deformation. Fig: (1).

The \(^1\)H-NMR spectrum of the product compound shows interesting singlet signals at \(\delta=7.87\) attributed to one proton (1H-C\(_4\)) and broad singlet signal at \(\delta=11.38\) belong to (2H, br, NH-1, NH-3) [19]. Fig: (2).
Fig: (2) $^1$H-NMR spectrum for 5-Thiocyanatouracil in DMSO-$d_6$.

The $^{13}$C-NMR spectrum for 5-thiocyanatouracil was represented in Fig: (3), there are five resonances signals in this spectrum belong to four carbon atoms of uracil ring the last one belong to carbon of cyanide group. Thus the five signal in the spectrum of 5-thiocyanatouracil at 110.50, 146.37, 150.63 and 160.89 ppm could be assigned to C5, C6, C2 an C4, respectively [19]. The signal at 93.01 ppm due to SCN [21].

Fig (3) $^{13}$C-NMR spectrum for 5-Thiocyanatouracil in DMSO-$d_6$.
Median Lethal Dose

Single oral dose of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 mg/kg BW of the 5-TCU substance were administered by oral gavage at concentrations. After 48 hours, the mortality percentage estimated the results showed that the LD50 of 5-TCU affected male rats is 2058.824 mg/kg BW; this dose was determined via the slope equation of the dose-response curve; the findings are reported at table (1) and fig. (4). There was no mortality seen in the group received 500 mg/kg B.W. However, the response increased with dosage, going from 14.285714% at 1000 mg/kg to 71.428% at 2500 mg/kg. According to the findings, there is a 50% mortality rate between 2000 and 2500 mg/kg. The graphical representation of the mortality vs. concentration was used to calculate the LD50 using a straight-line data equation. The LD50 dosage was estimated using the equation $y = 0.0343x - 20$, which depends on the slope of the line connecting dose to percent fatality. The equations calculated LD50, as seen in figure (4) and table (1). The resultant response curve is a straight line.

The linear regression equation:

$y = 0.0343x - 20$, was used to derive the LD50 ($LD_{50} = 2058.824 \text{mg/kg BW}$) [22].

Table (1): showed the correlation of various concentrations of 5-TCU with rat’s mortality rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. group</th>
<th>Dose (TCU)mg/kg (n=7)</th>
<th>Dead rats</th>
<th>Mortality%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.285714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.571429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.857143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.428571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n= total number of rats /group

Fig. (4): presented the dose of 5-TCU related to mortality%
Degree to which the analytical value is near to the real value is the description of accuracy in analytical chemistry. Since its real value is unknown, it is difficult to calculate the LD50 with precision. The LD50, believed to remain the real value or identical to the true assessment, is derived using the mortality statistics acquired from a research. The LD50 has certain restrictions even though it is a valuable tool for categorizing compounds according to their level of toxicity. Since it varies, it cannot be regarded as a biological constant. The test incorporates biochemical and histological analyses, but gives little information besides physiological functions. The LD50 is inadequate for demonstrating information on specific concerns for newborn and baby humans. The LD50 test only provides semi quantitative, and frequently misleading, results for the evaluation of pharmacokinetic behavior and bioavailability [23].

**Antioxidant activity using DPPH**

Table 2 illustrates the antioxidant activity results. The antioxidant properties of both test substances (5-TCU and AA), at various doses, were assessed. The significant differences between 5-TCU (40.97893.131) and AA (56.4594.835) at a concentration of 150 μg/mL while at high scavenging effects were seen for (5-TCU) compound up to (83.9074.116) and for standard antiradical AA up to (81.79642.449), and also at low doses of 100 g/mL, there were no significant differences between (5-TCU) 27.772.852 and AA 32.7682.4168. As concentration increased, the antioxidant properties become more potent. (Y = aX + b) was used to create regression line for 5-TCU and AA. IC50: Median antiradical inhibition rate IC50 of AA (y = 15.903x + 20.099) is 48.73 and IC50 of 5-TCU (y = 19.285x + 6.3064) is 49.67 as represented at fig.5.

Table (2): 5-TCU Antiradical effects enhanced, with increased concentrations compare with standard antiradical AA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test compounds</th>
<th>Inhibition%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100(μg/ml)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>32.768±2.4168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-TCU</td>
<td>27.77±2.852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test compounds</th>
<th>Inhibition%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100(μg/ml)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-TCU</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant differences, NS non-significant. Results stated as mean± SD mean of the six replicates.
The sample concentration sufficient to inhibit a radical by 50% was calculated as the IC50 value. Lower IC50 values correspond to substances with stronger antioxidant activity. Because NO2 is the preferable site of free radical assault, compound had the highest antioxidant activity and the highest IC50. The IC50 value for ascorbic acid in the DPPH test is 48.73, making it a standard [24]. According to published study classified the severity of any substance toxicity according to IC50; mildly active at 100 to 250 μg mL−1; moderately active at 50 to 100 μg mL−1; highly active at 10 to 50 mg mL−1; extremely active at 10 μg mL−1. [12].

When evaluating the antioxidant activity of antioxidants, free radical scavengers, lipid peroxidation inhibition, chelating agents, reducing power, and synergists are the antioxidant mechanisms that are most commonly discussed. The scavenging activity of the stable 2,2'-diphenyl-1, picrylhydrazil (DPPH) radical allows for a rapid assessment of the antioxidant activities. The DPPH radical is soluble in polar solvents like DMSO and has both stable and soluble.. When compared to other antioxidant in vitro techniques, the DPPH in vitro methodology is thought to be the most practical. Since it just requires a UV-V spectrophotometer and is characterized by fewer stages, reagents, and costs than other in vitro antioxidant techniques, the DPPH approach is thought to be the easiest method. It is therefore often employed for in vitro antioxidant evaluation [25].

In response to a wide range of stressors, cells have developed a number of mechanisms to encourage elevated intracellular levels of thiols like GSH and thioredoxin. In cell cultures, animal models, and humans, exogenous thiols have been utilized to successfully raise the thiol levels in cells and tissues. In all of these systems, higher levels of GSH and other thiols have been correlated with greater resistance to oxidative stress, and in some circumstances, to the prevention or treatment of illness in humans. For these goals, a wide range of

Fig. (5): IC50 considered for both 5-TCU and ascorbic acid (AA).
N=numbers of examinations, and P≤0.05.
thiol-related substances have been used. Among these are thiols like GSH and its byproducts, cysteine, and NAC; dithiols like lipoic acid, which is internally reduced to the thiol form; and "prothiol" substances like OTC, which are enzymatically transformed into free thiols inside the cell. The cumulative consequences must be taken into account when selecting a thiol for a particular function, such as protecting organs against ischemia reperfusion damage or protecting the lungs from oxidant exposure, e.g., significant increases in the level of free thiols in the blood are linked to harmful consequences. Any transport or cell signaling activities that depend on the production and dissolution of disulfide bonds in membrane proteins might likewise be negatively impacted by changes in the thiol redox gradient across cells. It has been demonstrated that therapeutic thiol administration has a lot of potential, and its effectiveness should be enhanced by choosing substances and delivery techniques that will limit changes in the thiol status of areas outside of the targeted areas. [26]

**Antibacterial activity**

The antibacterial activity of 5-TCU was altered with different types of bacteria. The results showed that 50, 100, 150 μg/mL concentrations of 5-TCU had no antibacterial activity against all test bacteria. At 200 and 250 μg/mL concentrations showed antibacterial activity in dose-dependent manner against: S. aureus, E. coli, and Pseudo aeruginosa. The detailed shown at table (3) and fig. (6)

Table (3): antibacterial effect of 5-TCU represented as zone of inhibition (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone of inhibition</th>
<th>S. aureus</th>
<th>E. coli</th>
<th>Pseudo. aeruginosa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>200μg/ml</strong></td>
<td>7.95±1.443</td>
<td>9±1.372</td>
<td>13.025±2.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>250μg/ml</strong></td>
<td>15.7±1.358</td>
<td>14.125±1.80</td>
<td>18.0±1.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The developing resistance of microorganisms to the available antibacterial, arsenal has demanded the discovery of new pharmacological medicines. Numerous bacterial genes that code for new drug gable proteins that may one day be used as antibacterial targets have been discovered because to developments in molecular microbiology and genomics. Recently, regulatory proteins have drawn a lot of interest as one such class of prospective targets. Promising anticancer and antibacterial treatments are being produced using new synthetic chemicals and natural plant materials [16].

Because bacteria have diverse cell wall topologies and varied defense barriers, they have variable sensitivities. 5-TCU has some antibacterial properties; thiol group may combine with important enzyme or other proteins that have sulfenyl groups to limit glycolysis. Na+, amino acids, and peptides are lost as a result of the structural harm caused to the microbial cytoplasmic membrane by the oxidation of SH-groups. Additionally, the cell’s ability to absorb glucose, amino acids, purines, and pyrimidines as well as to synthesize nucleic acids and proteins is impeded. [27]
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